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Seizing 
OppOrtunitieS 
Through 
In-depTh 
LocaL 
KnowLedge



Companies that partner with ppD realize the  
benefits of our extensive experience in Asia pacific, including 
strong site relationships and management, enhanced patient 
selection, increased cost efficiencies, regulatory engagement 
and outstanding quality standards.

ppD is a partner who listens to your specific trial needs and 
provides the quality, knowledge and on-the-ground experience 
you expect from a leading global CrO.

The ppd dIfference In asIa pacIfIc

 + More than 15 years of local experience

 + More than 600 clinical trials in the past five years

 + 1,700 ppD team members in 14 countries

 + Complete range of globally integrated services

 + Clinical joint venture and large team in Japan

PPD in AsiA PAcific: 
capITaLIzIng on gLobaL opporTunITIes 

requIres a wIdespread presence

 + project management

 + Clinical management

 + regulatory affairs 

 + pharmacovigilance

 + Biostatistics

 + Data management 

 + Late stage research

 + Central labs

With more than 15 years of extensive local experience in  
Asia pacific and global integration of operational functions, 
ppD is the partner of choice in the region. 

a comprehensIve range of servIces focused on Your success

ppD office locations  
 
Countries where ppD  
has conducted trials

Beijing
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singapore
Kuala Lumpur
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Ho chi Minh city
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COMprehenSive therApeutiC 
expertiSe. effecTIve sITe 
managemenT. 



At ppD, we are committed to ensuring your clinical trials  
in Asia pacific are successful from beginning to end.  
We proactively manage your sites to ensure the highest 
standards of quality and safety.

When it comes to site selection and management, 
ppD engages an established and extensive network of 
resources in Asia pacific. We are passionate advocates 
of your study, constantly promoting your trials to 
investigator teams that have experience in a wide array 
of therapeutic areas. We maintain strong and positive 
relationships with our investigators and their site staff to 
ensure efficient enrollment and high-quality conduct of 
your trials.

As with all ppD clinical development operations around 
the world, our engagement with Asia pacific-based sites 
is completely transparent, globally aligned and adheres 
to the strictest clinical quality assurance standards and  
standard operating procedures (SOps). You’ll receive 
prompt and detailed insight regarding any emerging risks 
or concerns regarding your trial—providing you with 
ample time to make any necessary adjustments.

navIgaTIng muLTIpLe reguLaTorY sTrucTures 
wITh a sInguLar commITmenT To exceLLence

Developing an effective strategy to address the 
complexities of the Asia pacific regulatory environment 
is certainly a challenge. But, with ppD's expertise, it’s one 
that is completely surmountable. 

ppD has one of the most experienced regulatory affairs 
teams in Asia pacific, and we deliver many benefits to 
our clients, including:

 + More than 40 regulatory affairs staff members 
located throughout the region

 + Strong local relationships

 + in-depth knowledge of strategic and tactical 
regulatory pathways

 + Frequent training to ensure consistent quality

 + Alignment with ppD’s global regulatory team

ppD has proven expertise in creating and deploying 
a comprehensive development plan and regulatory 
strategy for clients that includes advanced planning, 
local knowledge and strong professional relationships 
with regulatory agencies.

ExPErt rEsourcEs for clinicAl 
stuDiEs in JAPAn

ppD has joined up with SnBL to create a new 
clinical joint venture in Japan, ppD-SnBL. 
We are one of the largest clinical outsourcing 
CrOs in Japan. With strong knowledge of 
the Japanese clinical trial landscape, you can 
rely on ppD-SnBL to deliver efficient, high-
quality clinical trial outcomes whether you are 
conducting Japan-only studies or whether 
Japan is a component of a larger global study.

 + Full-service phase i-iv clinical trial capabilities

 + nearly 20 years of clinical trial experience  
in Japan

 + 400 staff in offices in three cities in Japan

 + More than 150 clinical trials conducted in the 
past five years

 + Local knowledge and experience of a strong 
Japanese company established more than 
50 years ago coupled with the geographical 
reach and top-tier technology and processes of 
a leading global CrO. 

ExtEnsiVE clinicAl ExPEriEncE  
in AsiA PAcific
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LABOrAtOrY ServiCeS 
In asIa pacIfIc

cenTraL Labs

timely access to clean, accurate data is essential to the success of any clinical trial. 
ppD® Laboratories ensures you’ll have that no matter where in Asia pacific your trial 
is located.

ppD Laboratories provides a complete range of integrated clinical trial 
management and laboratory services throughout the Asia pacific region. You’ll 
benefit from increased efficiencies and greater study flexibility through:

 + Strategically located laboratories that ensure uninterrupted coverage to all regions

• highland heights, Kentucky

• brussels, belgium

• shanghai, china 

• singapore 

 + ppD Clicks™ technology—secure website to view and analyze the most current 
lab results

 + integrated CrO and central lab data through a proprietary, automated  
platform, preclarus™

consistEnt rEsults Across tHE GloBE

 + ppD Laboratories has a single, global database which 
eliminates the need to integrate and harmonize data

 + Our laboratory methodology, instrumentation, reagents 
and processes are standardized across all of our central 
lab locations

 + Assays are extensively cross-validated by all central lab 
locations to produce combinable data



For more information, please contact us 
at +1 877 643 8773, +1 919 456 5600 or at 
ppdinfo@ppdi.com. 

www.ppdi.com
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